Self-Induction of a/a or α/α Biofilms in Candida albicans Is a Pheromone-Based Paracrine System Requiring Switching
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Like MTL-heterozygous (a/α) cells, white MTL-homozygous (a/a or α/α) cells of Candida albicans, to which a minority of opaque cells of opposite mating type have been added, form thick, robust biofilms. The latter biofilms are uniquely stimulated by the pheromone released by opaque cells and are regulated by the mitogen-activated protein kinase signal transduction pathway. However, white MTL-homozygous cells, to which opaque cells of opposite mating type have not been added, form thinner biofilms. Mutant analyses reveal that these latter biofilms are self-induced. Self-induction of a/a biofilms requires expression of the α-receptor gene STE2 and the α-pheromone gene MFα, and self-induction of α/α biofilms requires expression of the α-receptor gene STE3 and the α-pheromone gene MFα. In both cases, deletion of WOR1, the master switch gene, blocks cells in the white phenotype and biofilm formation, indicating that self-induction depends upon low frequency switching from the white to opaque phenotype. These results suggest a self-induction scenario in which minority opaque a/a cells formed by switching secrete, in a mating-type-nonspecific fashion, α-pheromone, which stimulates biofilm formation through activation of the α-pheromone receptor of majority white a/a cells. A similar scenario is suggested for a white a/α cell population, in which minority opaque α/α cells secrete a-pheromone. This represents a paracrine system in which one cell type (opaque) signals a second highly related cell type (white) to undergo a complex response, in this case the formation of a unisexual white cell biofilm.

Approximately 90% of Candida albicans isolates are a/α and 10% either a/a or α/α (24, 25, 50). For a/α strains to mate, they must undergo homotypy to a/a or α/α (20, 21, 29). Then, a/a and α/α strains must switch from the white to opaque phenotype (46) in order to be mating competent (27, 30). Opaque cells secrete a cell type-specific pheromone, which stimulates the mating response in cells of opposite mating type (5, 26, 38). However, in a fashion unique to C. albicans, these pheromones also induce mating-incompetent white cells, but not mating-competent opaque cells, of opposite mating type to form robust biofilms, similar morphologically to those formed by a/α cells (13, 42–44, 48, 53–55). These MTL-homozygous white cell biofilms have been demonstrated in vitro to facilitate mating between opaque a/a and α/α cells (13, 48).

Although the addition of minority opaque cells of opposite mating type (1 to 10%) to a population of white cells increases the thickness of the final white cell biofilm by more than 50%, single-sex white a/a or α/α cell populations, to which cells of opposite mating types have not been added, also form robust biofilms composed of a basal layer of yeast cells and a thick upper layer of hyphae and matrix (13, 42–44, 53–55). We previously showed that deletion of the α-receptor gene STE2 results in highly reduced, abnormal white a/a cell biofilms in the absence of minority opaque α/α cells, suggesting that the basic unisexual biofilm formed by white a/a cells is self-induced through the release of α-pheromone, which activates the biofilm pathway through the α-pheromone receptor (53, 54). Alby et al. (1) subsequently demonstrated that C. albicans a/a cells could undergo low-frequency same-sex mating that was also dependent on STE2, as well as MFα expression, indicating that a/a cells released α-pheromone for self-mating in an autocrine-like fashion. Our original observation (53, 54) and that of Alby et al. (1) clearly showed that a major rule in the sexual strategy of the hemiascomycetes was breached in C. albicans, namely, that a/a cells could secrete pheromone of opposite mating type (i.e., α-pheromone) that was self-inducing. However, our observation (53, 54) also suggested that a second rule might also have been breached, namely, that white a/a cells secreted a-pheromone. In experiments on the C. albicans mating system, it was clearly established through crosses that opaque cells, not white cells, released pheromone for the mating process (5, 26).

We have therefore explored three questions related to self-induced, same-sex biofilm formation. First, we tested whether self-induction is indeed based on the release by a/a cells of α-pheromone by testing whether deletion of the MFα gene results in the same defects in white a/a cell biofilm formation as deletion of the gene for the α-pheromone receptor, STE2. Second, we tested whether deletion of STE3 and MFα in α/α cells results in similar white a/a cell biofilm defects. Third, we tested whether a minority of cells must switch to opaque in a same-sex white cell population in order to form a basic white cell biofilm. To accomplish the last of these tests, we generated deletion mutants of the WOR1 master switch gene (18, 49, 56) in an a/a and α/α strain. Our results indicate that for both a/a
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and α/α cells, a similar paracrine system regulates self-induction of same-sex biofilm formation. In a single-sex population of either white a/a or white α/α cells, a minority must undergo low-frequency, spontaneous switching to the opaque phenotype, and these minority same-sex opaque cells release α-pheromone or a-pheromone, respectively, to activate the α-pheromone receptor or a-pheromone receptor, respectively, of majority white a/a or α/α cells.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strains and media.** The names, genotypes, and origins of the C. albicans strains used in the present study are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material. All strains were maintained at 25°C on agar plates containing YPD medium or modified Lee's medium (4, 23) supplemented with phloxine B (5 μg/ml), which distinguishes between white and opaque colonies (3). For experimental purposes, cells from 5-day colonies were inoculated into fresh liquid medium or modified Lee's medium (4, 23) supplemented with phloxine B (5 μg/ml) to release them from the substrate. Total RNA was extracted by using a Qiagen RNeasy minikit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) was used to assess gene expression levels according to methods previously described (13, 55). The primers used to create gene deletions are provided in Table S2 in the supplemental material. The 5'-3' regions were then digested with SmaI and ligated together using T4 ligase. The 5'-3' fusion product was amplified by PCR and subcloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega, Madison, WI). The SAT1-2A fragment was then inserted into the SmaI-digested, dephosphorylated plasmid. The resulting plasmid was digested with SacI and SphI and used for transformation of the null marker. A second marker was used to confirm the transformant. Null mutants for each gene were confirmed by both PCR and Southern analysis. All of the primers used to create gene deletions are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material. The 5'-3' regions flanking the stop codon were digested with SacI and SphI and used for transformation of the null mutant of each gene. Transformants were verified by both PCR sequencing and Southern analysis.

**Characteristics of biofilm formation.** Methods for measuring the biomass of a biofilm (35, 55), the release of β-glucan from the biofilm matrix (36, 42, 55), biofilm thickness (13, 55), and the cell density at the substrate of a biofilm (55) to release them from the substrate. Total RNA was extracted by using an RNeasy minikit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) was used to assess gene expression levels according to methods previously described (28, 55). The primers used are listed in Table S3 in the supplemental material.

**RESULTS**

**MFα is necessary for self-stimulation of biofilm formation by white a/a cells.** We previously demonstrated that STE2, which encodes the α-pheromone receptor, is essential for biofilm formation in a white a/a cell population to which no α/α cells were added (53, 54). Self-induction could be the result of spontaneous activation by the receptor without a ligand or activation by α-pheromone released from the same a/a cells, as has been shown to be the case for low-frequency homothallic mating (1). To test between these alternatives, biofilm formation was compared among the deletion mutant of MFα, which encodes the α-pheromone protein, the deletion mutant of STE2, the natural parental a/a strain P37005, and the complemented mfα1/mfα1-MFα1 and ste2/ste2-STE2 mutant strains. The mfα1/mfα1 deletion mutant exhibited defects in biofilm formation similar to those of the ste2/ste2 deletion mutant, including a decrease in biofilm biomass (Fig. 1A), a decrease in safranin staining of biofilms (Fig. 1B), a decrease in biofilm thickness (Fig. 1C), a decrease in β-glucan released into the supporting medium by the biofilm matrix (Fig. 1D), and a decrease in the cell density of the biofilm at the substrate (Fig. 1E). The ste2/ste2-STE2 and mfα1/mfα1-MFα complemented strains formed biofilms with characteristics similar to those of biofilms formed by the parental strain (Fig. 1A, B, C, and D).

Since the genes EAP1, CSH1, RBT5, SUN41, CEKI, and RBT1 have been shown to be upregulated by the addition of α-pheromone to white cells (42), we tested whether upregulation of the six genes was defective in the ste2/ste2 and mfα1/mfα mutants. All six tested genes exhibited dramatically reduced levels of expression in both mutants (Fig. 1F). Expression of both was restored in the complemented strains (Fig. 1F). Together, these results demonstrate that deletion of either STE2 or MFα results in similar defects in white a/a cell biofilm formation, suggesting that self-induction is mediated by the activation of α-pheromone receptors through the release of α-pheromone by the same a/a cells.

**Ste3 and a-pheromone are not involved in self-induction of white a/a biofilms.** Deleting STE3, which encodes the a-pheromone receptor, or MFα, which encodes the a-pheromone, in the a/a strain P37005 had no measurable effect on self-induction of white cell biofilm formation. The biofilms formed by white cells of the ste3/ste3 and mfα1/mfα mutants exhibited biofilm biomass (Fig. 1A), safranin staining (Fig. 1B), thickness (Fig. 1C), β-glucan release (Fig. 1D), and cell densities at the substrate (Fig. 1E) similar to that of biofilms formed by white a/a cells of the parental wild-type strain P37005.

**Self-stimulation of white a/a biofilms requires white to opaque switching.** The preceding results indicate that self-stimulation depends upon the release of α-pheromone in a white a/a cell population. However, studies have indicated that it is opaque cells, not white cells, that release pheromone during mating (5, 26, 38). We therefore entertained the hypothesis that it is the minority of opaque a/a cells formed in white a/a cell populations through spontaneous switching (3, 6, 41, 46) that produces the α-pheromone that activates the
FIG. 1. Self-induction of a same-sex white α/α biofilm depends upon the α-pheromone receptor STE2 and the α-pheromone gene MFα, but not the α-pheromone receptor STE3 or the α-pheromone gene MFα. Analysis was performed on 48-h biofilms of the parental strain P37005; the ste2/ste2, mfα/mfα, ste3/ste3, and mfa/mfa deletion mutants; and the ste2/ste2-STE2, mfα/mfα-MFα, ste3/ste3-STE3, and mfa/mfa-MFα complemented mutant strains. (A) Biofilm biomass; (B) safranin O staining of biofilms, a reflection of biomass; (C) biofilm thickness; (D) β-glucan released into the supernatant; (E) cell density of biofilms at the substratum; (F) gene expression, measured by RT-PCR. ACT1 expression serves as a control for equal loading. Bar in panel E, 100 μm.
α-pheromone receptors of white cells in same-sex biofilm formation. To test this hypothesis, we generated a deletion mutant of WOR1, the master switch gene essential for the white to opaque transition (18, 49, 56), in the a/a strain P37005. Cells of the wor1/wor1 mutant are blocked in the white phenotype (18, 49, 56). Plating experiments revealed that white wor1/wor1 cell populations contained no detectable opaque cells (\(10^{-4}\)). The frequencies of opaque cells in the parental strain P37005 and the complemented wor1/wor1-WOR1 strain ranged between \(10^{-2}\) and \(10^{-3}\). White a/a cells of the wor1/wor1 mutant exhibited reductions in biofilm biomass (Fig. 2A), safranin staining of biofilms (Fig. 2B), biofilm thickness (Fig. 2C), β-glucan release from biofilms (Fig. 2D), and the density of cells in the biofilm at the substratum (Fig. 2E). These parameters were restored in the wor1/wor1-WOR1 complemented strain. The genes EAP1, CSH1, RBT5, SUN41, CEK1, and

**FIG. 2**. Self-induction of a same-sex white a/a cell biofilm depends upon WOR1, the master switch gene necessary for the white-to-opaque transition. Biofilms (48 h) were analyzed for the parental strain P37005, the deletion wor1/wor1 mutant, and the wor1/wor1-WOR1 complemented mutant. See the legend to Fig. 1 for explanations of the panels.
**FIG. 3.** Increasing the frequency of switching incrementally by increasing the level of expression of WOR1, the master switch gene, incrementally, causes incremental increases in biofilm parameters of a same-sex a/a white cell biofilm, until the proportion of opaque cells, which do not form biofilms, interferes. The wor1/wor1 mutant was transformed with WOR1 under the regulation of a tetracycline (doxycycline)-controlled promoter, generating the wor1-wor1-TETp-WOR1 strain. The biofilms were then treated with increasing concentrations of the inducer doxycycline. (A) Percentage of opaque cell formation in a 48-h biofilm as a function of doxycycline concentration, as assessed by plating experiments. (B) WOR1 expression as a function of doxycycline concentration, as assessed by RT-PCR. ACT1 expression levels are included as a loading control. (C) Biomass of biofilms as a function of doxycycline concentration. (D) Thickness of biofilms as a function of doxycycline concentration. (E) β-Glucan released into the supernatant as a function of doxycycline concentration. The mean percentage of opaque cells measured by plating experiments is provided at the bottom of panels C through E. The data from three-independent experiments were pooled and analyzed for the data in panels A and C through E. Error bars represent standard deviations.

RBT1 were also expressed at lower levels in the wor1/wor1 mutant than in the wor1/wor1-WOR1 complemented strain (Fig. 2F). The decreases in wor1/wor1 cells for all tested parameters were similar to those observed for the ste2/ste2 and mfa/mfa mutants (Fig. 1). These results support the hypothesis that self-induction of biofilm formation in a white a/a cell population depends upon the capacity of a minority of white cells to switch to the opaque phenotype, the latter presumably responsible for the release of a-pheromone.

The proportion of white cells that spontaneously switch to opaque can vary according to the culture conditions (2, 19, 32, 39, 46). Under the conditions used here to culture white cells, plating experiments revealed that the frequency of opaque cells in five day colonies of the parental train P37005 was approximately $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}$. If white cell biofilm formation requires low-frequency switching to the opaque phenotype, then incrementally increasing the percentage of minority opaque cells in a white cell population should result in incremental increases in biofilm parameters, until opaque cells, which do not form biofilms (13), interfere with white cell biofilm formation. To test this prediction, we generated the wor1/ wor1 derivative, wor1/wor1-TETp-WOR1, in which WOR1 is under the tetracycline (doxycycline)-inducible promoter TETp. By increasing incrementally the concentration of doxycycline (49), we were able to increase incrementally the proportion of opaque cells and assess biofilm parameters with each incremental increase.

When doxycycline was increased from 0 to 2.5 µg/ml, the proportion of opaque cells that formed in white wor1/wor1-TETp-WOR1 cell populations increased from less than 0.1 to 10% (Fig. 3A). When doxycycline was increased from 2.5 to 25 µg/ml, the proportion of opaque cells increased from 10 to 55%, and when doxycycline was increased to 50 µg/ml, the proportion reached 80% (Fig. 3A). The level of WOR1 expression, measured by the RT-PCR, increased as a function of doxycycline concentration (Fig. 4B). Incremental increases of doxycycline from 0 to 2.5 µg/ml caused incremental increases in biofilm biomass, biofilm thickness, and the level of β-glucan released by the biofilm into the supernatant (Fig. 4C, D, and E, respectively). At 2.5 µg of doxycycline/ml, the biofilm biomass, biofilm thickness, and released β-glucan reached levels approximately 4-fold, 2-fold, and 2-fold, respectively, that of unstimulated (i.e., 0 µg of doxycycline/ml) populations (Fig. 4C, D, and E, respectively). When doxycycline was increased incrementally from 2.5 to 100 µg/ml, the three assessed biofilm characteristics decreased incrementally from the peak values at 2.5 µg of doxycycline/ml (Fig. 4C, D, and E, respectively). These declines were due to interference by opaque cells when their proportion was raised above 10% (13). These results add further weight to the conclusion that self-induction requires that a minority of white cells switch to opaque.

**Self-induction of white a/α cell biofilm formation.** Neither our previous study on white a/a cell biofilm formation (53, 54) nor the study by Alby et al. (1) on self-mating by a/a cells tested whether a/α cells underwent self-induction by secreting a-pheromone. We therefore generated deletion mutants in the natural a/α strain WO-1 for STE3, which encodes the a-pheromone receptor, MFα, which encodes the a-pheromone, and
WOR1, the master switch gene. The resultant \( a/\alpha \) ste3/ste3 and mfa/mfa mutants exhibited reductions in white \( a/\alpha \) biofilm biomass (Fig. 4A), safranin staining (Fig. 4B), biofilm thickness (Fig. 4C), the release of \( \beta \)-glucan (Fig. 4D) and the density of cells in biofilms at the substratum (Fig. 4E). The reductions were similar to those of the ste2/ste2 and mfa/mfa \( a/\alpha \) mutants (Fig. 1A, B, C, and E, respectively). Biofilm parameters were restored in the complemented ste3/ste3-STE3 and mfa/mfa-MFA \( a/\alpha \) strains (Fig. 4A, B, C, and D, respectively). These results indicate that self-induction of biofilm formation in white \( a/\alpha \) cell populations to which no \( a \)-cells were added involves apheromone stimulation of the \( a \)-pheromone receptor. The wor1/wor1 mutant generated in the \( a/\alpha \) strain WO-1 exhibited reductions in the same four biofilm parameters similar to those of the ste3/ste3 and mfa/mfa mutants (Fig. 4A through D). These latter results indicate that a minority of cells in a white \( a/\alpha \) cell population must spontaneously switch to opaque in order to self-stimulate biofilm formation, just as a minority of white \( a/\alpha \) cells must switch to opaque.

**DISCUSSION**

*C. albicans*, which is ca. 90% \( a/\alpha \) in nature, undergoes homozgyosis to \( a/\alpha \) or \( a/\alpha \) in order to mate (20, 21, 29). The latter must, however, then switch from the white to opaque phenotype in order to achieve mating competence (30, 27). MTL-heterozygous \( a/\alpha \) cells and MTL-homozygous \( a/\alpha \) or \( a/\alpha \) white cells to which no cells of opposite mating type are added, and both form robust biofilms on elastomer surfaces that are morphologically similar, containing an adhesive basal layer of...
yeast cells and a thick upper region of hyphae and matrix (13, 42–44, 53–55). Opaque cells do not similarly form robust biofilms (13). The addition of a minority (1 to 10%) of opaque cells of opposite mating type increases the thickness of a films (13). The addition of a minority (1 to 10%) of opaque cells does not similarly form robust biofilm (13, 53–55). We previously demonstrated that deleting /H9251 deletions released a This result indicated that homogeneous white cell biofilm in the absence of minority opaque cells (1), self-stimulation of biofilm formation in a white cell population is dependent upon expression of both /H9251 and MFa, the a-pheromone gene. Hence, self-stimulation of a white a/a biofilm appears to involve the release by a/a cells of a-pheromone, which activates the a-pheromone receptor on the same cell. Unlike self-mating, which is a rare event (1), self-induction of biofilm formation occurs in a majority of white a/a cells. The lack of a need to delete BARI, the gene encoding the extracellular protease that digests a-pheromone, is presumably because we are assessing a mass population response, rather than a rare event. We also demonstrate here for the first time that white cells of the opposite mating type, a/a, undergo the same general scenario for self-stimulation, presumably releasing a-pheromone, which activates the a-pheromone receptor Ste3 of the same cells. Most importantly, however, we show here that unlike self-mating (1), which appears to represent an autocrine-like system, involving one cell phenotype (opaque) (8, 9, 17, 31, 33, 34, 37, 47, 51), self-induction of MTL-homozygous biofilms is a paracrine system, involving two closely related cell phenotypes, signaling opaque cells and responding white cells (12, 15, 17, 52).

We tested whether self-stimulated white cell a/a and a/a biofilms required a switch to opaque, because in the mating system only opaque cells have been shown to release pheromone (5, 26, 38). Using WORI deletion mutants generated in a/a and a/a strains, we provide evidence suggesting that a minority of cells in white a/a or a/a cell populations must be able to switch to opaque in order to induce white cells to form a biofilm. Our combined results support the conclusion that opaque a/a and a/a cells release a-pheromone and a-pheromone, respectively, in a mating-type-nonspecific manner. This result is surprising given that the maturation and release of a-pheromone and a-pheromone by a and a cells of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, respectively, have been demonstrated to involve a number of accessory proteins, some of which have previously been shown to be expressed in a mating-type-specific manner (7, 10, 16, 22). Our results suggest that opaque a/a and a/a cells must express these accessory molecules in a mating-type-nonspecific manner, presumably at basal levels sufficient to process and secrete the low levels of the pheromone of the opposite mating type.

Our results, therefore, suggest that same-sex white a/a biofilm formation, in the absence of minority opaque cells of the opposite mating type, occurs through the following scenario (Fig. 5A). In a white cell population homogeneous for the a/a mating type, a minority of white cells spontaneously switch to opaque (3, 6, 41, 46). The minority opaque a/a cells then produce, process, and secrete low levels of a-pheromone in a mating-type-specific fashion (Fig. 5A). Secreted a-pheromone binds to the a-pheromone receptor, Ste2, of the majority white a/a cells. Receptor occupancy activates the mitogen-activated protein kinase signal transduction pathway, which targets the transcription factor Tec1 in white cells (Fig. 5A) (42–44, 53, 54). Tec1 then binds to the cis-acting activation motif WPRE of genes both encoding the components of the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway and genes directly involved in biofilm formation (Fig. 5A) (42, 44). A similar scenario is presented for self-activation of white a/a cell populations, which involves mating-type-nonspecific synthesis of a-pheromone (Fig. 5B).
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